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FEATURES
• Hand-fit 70-series frame and slide
• Forged slides and barrels
• Hand-fit match barrels
• Billet alloy steel fire-control system
• Zero MIM parts
• All premium components
• Lowered and flared ejection port
• Beveled magazine well
• Carry bevel treatment
• Undercut triggerguards
• Hand-polished flats
• Crisp 3.5-5 lb. factory trigger job
• Two magazines
• Signature-series case
• Barrel bushing wrench
• Cable lock and manual

In 1968, Dan Wesson struck off on his own to manufacture fine firearms that 
deviated from the standard. 50 years later the company he founded is still going 
strong and still building unique products. Though there are many manufacturers 
of 1911s, not many combine custom-level fitting, top-shelf parts and clean, elegant 
lines like a Dan Wesson — let alone at such an attainable price. 

We produce only a few thousand handguns a year, using the best components 
and finishes the industry has to offer. We painstakingly hand-fit and polish 
each and every part, creating the best possible production 1911. Even a custom 
pistol maker would be hard-pressed to build a gun that would outperform ours 
straight out of the box. No matter the model, from our entry-level Pointman 
series to the long-slide Bruin, we are proud to provide our customers the best 
bang for the buck in the industry.

All our pistols share the same match-grade components, but specific features 
vary by model. We challenge you to find another production 1911 in our price 
range that gives you everything Dan Wesson has to offer.

For more images and detailed feature breakdowns, visit our 
updated website at danwessonfirearms.com.

DAN WESSON
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DW BRUIN
CALIBER | 10MM

We took note of the growing demand for 10mm handguns, and we 
responded with the Bruin. The first long-slide 1911 from Dan Wesson, 
the Bruin comes with a 6-inch barrel, which allows full-power 10mm 

loads as much time as possible to use their powder charge. The Tritium 
fiber optic front sight and adjustable rear night sights make the Bruin 

ideal for shooting in the daytime, or in low light scenarios, taking 
advantage of the longer sight radius. 

 
MODEL VARIANT: 

01840 DW Bruin Black - 10mm, black Duty finish

DW KODIAK 
CALIBER | 10MM 

One of our most popular 1911 models, the Kodiak packs a punch with 
a 6-inch bushing-less barrel chambered in 10mm. These features give 

the Kodiak a longer sight radius, less felt recoil, less muzzle flip, and 
increased accuracy while letting full-power 10mm loads achieve their 

potential.  
 

Fully adjustable sights, a rail on the dust cover for a light or laser 
mount, and an additional magwell give this Dan Wesson classic an 

edge, while an ambidextrous safety makes it easy to use for left-
handed shooters. Complete with a Duty finish, the Kodiak is available 

in black, or a tri-tone matte grey.   
 

MODEL VARIANT: 
01853 DW Kodiak Black - 10mm, black Duty finish, bronze parts

DW RAZORBACK  
CALIBER | 10MM 

Our Razorback has always been our most popular 10mm platform. 
The RZ-10 is a 5” 1911 and features the serrated target rib machined on 
the top of the slide with fixed defensive sights. We fit a match-grade, 

ramped barrel for use of the most popular 10mm loads and smoother 
feeding. The slide is mated to our standard forged frame with undercut 

triggerguard and smooth frontstrap. On both the frame and the slide, 
we polish the flats to a soft brushed finish and bead blast the rounds. 

 
 The gun is finished off with a nice set of double diamond cocobolo 

grips. Chambered in the powerful 10mm cartridge, the RZ-10 is a very 
versatile 1911 package suitable for defensive use, target shooting and 

handgun hunting of medium-sized game up to deer or wild boar.

FPO
DAN WESSON
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DW V-BOB 
CALIBER | .45 ACP 

A commander sized variation of the Valor, the V-Bob is ideal for a 
quality handgun that can be utilized as a concealed carry firearm. A 

bobbed mainspring housing and 4.25 inch barrel condense the V-Bob, 
making it sleek and compact, while tapered grips, an ambidextrous 

safety, and a recessed slide stop add tactical value.  
 

Our new inset serrations knock down the glare between the sights — a 
serrated U-notch in the rear and a tritium with a large orange ring in 

the front. Classic good looks come courtesy of a set of GI-style rear 
slide serrations. 

 
The stainless slide and frame on V-Bobs can be had in a bead blasted 

finish or a classic blued finish. For folks who like both, we now have a t 
wo-tone as well that has the same stainless steel frame with a  

classic blued slide. 
 

MODEL VARIANT: 
01827 DW V-Bob - 45ACP, stainless 

01825 DW V-Bob Two - Tone - 45 ACP

DW VALOR 
CALIBER | .45 ACP 

With quality improvements to make this Dan Wesson flagship better than ever, the 
new and updated Valor features a Stan Chen SI Magwell, tapered G10 grips and a 

tactical ambidextrous thumb safety.

The features don’t stop there; the Valor now comes with an inverted rib and an 
updated slide stop that allows for laser grip panels. Sitting atop the slide are a 

serrated U-notch rear sight and a tritium front sight with a large orange ring, while 
GI-style cocking serrations give it a classic look. Our new inset serrations not only 

knock down any glare from the top of the slide — they also look great!

Complete with a stunning, stainless steel slide and frame, the Valor can be 
purchased with a bead blasted finish or a black, Duty coat. 

MODEL VARIANT: 
01823 DW Valor - 45ACP. black Duty finish

DW SPECIALIST 
CALIBER | .45 ACP, 9MM, 10MM 

When police departments approached us to build them a more reliable, 
durable 1911 to replace the ones they had been carrying, we developed a model 
just for them. The additions that made it ideal for law enforcement also make it 

perfect for home defense, so we gladly offer it for sale to the public. 
 

A full-size 1911, the Specialist is chambered in 45ACP, 10mm, and 9mm and 
loaded with features to satisfy a public servant’s special requirements. The 

forged stainless steel slide wears our inverted top rib with a single amber 
tritium dot in the rear sight and a green lamp with white target ring in front. 

 
The frame sports an integral 1913 Picatinny, 25 LPI front strap checkering, 

undercut trigger guard and recessed slide stop to enable the installation of 
laser grips. Equipped with an ambidextrous thumb safety, extended magazine 

release, and detachable magwell, the Specialist is operator-friendly. It is 
finished off with a set of G10 VZ Operator II grips that force the hand into the 

beavertail and hold it there. 
 

The Specialist ships with two 8-round magazines with bump pads (10 rounds in 
9mm) and is available in either a matte stainless finish or our black Duty finish, 

which makes for an especially hardy pistol that scoffs at everyday wear and tear.

MODEL VARIANT: 
01808 DW Specialist Commander - 45ACP, black Duty finish 

01809 DW Specialist Commander - 45ACP, stainless
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DW ECP 
CALIBER | .45 ACP, 9MM 

Utilizing a heavy, match-grade bull barrel the Enhanced Compact Pistol is a 4” gun 
that conceals well but is a tack-driver at the range. With a compact, stainless steel 

slide and a forged aluminum frame, weight is kept to a svelte 29 oz. Our new tapered 
G10 grips and a bobtailed frame enhance its ergonomics, affording shooters with 

smaller hands an easier reach to the trigger.

A tri-topped slide wears aggressive side serrations and a top rib to knock down 
glare, while our new U-notch rear sight is matched to our brass-beaded front sight. 

The bull barrel itself is flush-cut to make for easier disassembly and has a 30 degree 
crown. Its recoil system uses a flat wire recoil spring. Rated for 15,000 rounds in 45 

ACP, that’s three times the round count of a typical 1911 dual recoil spring setup. 
 

With a compact size that fades away when concealed and a beefy bull barrel, the 
ECP is an ideal 1911 for everyday carry. 

DW TCP 
CALIBER | .45 ACP, 9MM 

Combining a match-grade bull barrel and our new railed alloy frame, the Tactical 
Compact Pistol sits in the sweet spot of concealability and shootability. The TCP for 

short, its compact stainless slide is tri-topped and has aggressive slide serrations. 
A top rib helps reduce glare and it features our new U-notch rear sight with a 

whopping .156” wide notch paired with our brass-beaded front sight.

Its ramped bull barrel has a 30 degree crown and is flush cut for easier disassembly. 
Its recoil system uses a flat wire recoil spring. Rated for 15,000 rounds in 45 ACP, 

that’s three times the round count of a typical 1911 dual recoil spring setup.

The TCP’s grips are also new, with a tapered profile that is slim at the top and 
full-width at the bottom, giving shooters with smaller hands an easier reach to the 

trigger. With three facets that mimic the distinctive slide, their serrated features 
encourage a high, deep grip. Our one-piece magwell, flat K-style trigger and square 

hammer round out the features.

All-in, the TCP tips the scales at just 32 ounces, making it an accurate pistol that’s 
easy to carry on the regular. 
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DW POINTMAN NINE 
(PM-9) 
CALIBER | 9MM 

The Pointman series has been offered in limited quantities in the past, 
and demand always outpaces production capacity. Featuring our 

inverted rib on top of the forged slide, it has an adjustable target sight 
in the rear and fiber optic sight in the front, and front and rear cocking 

serrations. The frame is forged stainless with an undercut triggerguard 
and 25-LPI front strap checkering. The flats are polished to a soft 

brushed finish, and the rounds are bead blasted for a nice contrast. 
Double diamond cocobolo grips finish it off. With the lower cost of 

9mm ammunition and mild recoil, this is the perfect model for getting 
acquainted with the 1911. Holding 9+1 rounds, the PM-9 shines both at 

the range and in competition. 
 

MODEL VARIANT: 
01943 DW DW Pointman 45 (PM-45) - 45ACP stainless wood grips

DW POINTMAN SEVEN 
(PM-7) 

CALIBER | .45 ACP 
While similar to our Pointman 45, a few differences make the  

Pointman Seven California legal!  
 

The PM-7 maintains the legacy features that originated from the 
Pointman series, such as adjustable rear sights, blacked-out front 
sights, 25 LPI mainspring housing checkering, and a smooth front 
strap. Complete with double diamond cocobolo grips to make the 

pistol more secure in the hand, the PM-7 is ready for the Golden State 
 

SKU 01900, the PM-7 in .45, differs from the rest of the Pointman series 
in that it lacks the inverted top rib, fiber optic front sight and  

front-strap checkering.
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DW COMMANDER 
CLASSIC BOBTAIL 

CALIBER | .45 ACP 
This bobbed 1911 was brought back into production by popular demand. 

With an 8 round magazine capacity and a 4.25” length barrel, the 
Commander Classics such a tried and true essential to our lineup, it has 

withstood the test of time, maintaining its California legal status. With 
stunning brushed flats and bead blasted rounds, a stainless steel slide 

and frame, and wood grips, this handgun is as aesthetically pleasing as 
it is capable. Chambered in .45 ACP and bearing snag-free Tritium sights 

and a smooth, bobbed mainspring housing, this is also a great concealed 
carry handgun.

DW GUARDIAN
CALIBER | .45 ACP, 9MM, .38 Super 

A stunning firearm that combines the slide of a Commander with a 
bobbed mainspring housing, Dan Wesson created the Guardian. With 

an aluminum frame, the Guardian is the lightest 1911 in the Dan Wesson 
lineup, and makes a fantastic concealed carry firearm. 

With wood grips and a lightweight frame, the Guardian comes with a 
stunning Duty finish, single-action trigger mechanism, and fixed night 
sights on the front and rear for a comfortable, concealable carry option. 
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SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING

Page 
in 
Guide

SKU Model Caliber
Standard 

Mag. 
Cap.

Frame 
Material

Slide 
Finish

Grip
Overall 
Length

(in.)

Barrel 
Length 

(in.)

Width
(in.)

Weight 
(oz)

Sights Safety Elements MSRP

4 01840 DW Bruin 10mm 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 Front TFO
Rear ADJ NS

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,355

4 01841 DW Bruin Bronze 10mm 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 Front TFO
Rear ADJ NS

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,355

5 01852 DW Kodiak 10mm 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 47.1 Front FO
Rear ADJ

Manual Thumb Safety 
Grip Safety $2,505

5 01853 DW Kodiak Black 10mm 8 Forged 
Stainless Duty Finish G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 47.1 Front FO

Rear ADJ
Manual Thumb Safety 

Grip Safety $2435

5 01889 DW Razorback 10mm 8 Stainless Brushed/
Bead Blasted Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.1

Front
 Serrated

Rear F

Manual Thumb Safety 
Grip Safety $1,725

6 01825 DW V-Bob Two-Tone .45 ACP 8 Stainless Blued G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS
Rear U-Notch

Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,965

6 01826 DW V-Bob Black .45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS
Rear U-Notch

Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,215

6 01827 DW V-Bob .45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS
Rear U-Notch

Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,949

7 01823 DW Valor Black .45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 Front NS
Rear U-Notch

Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,295

7 01824 DW Valor .45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 Front NS
Rear U-Notch

Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,965

7 01814 DW Specialist Black 10mm 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi manual safety, 
FPB $2,225

7 01815 DW Specialist 10mm 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi decocking lever, 
FPB $1,949

7 01801 DW Specialist Black .45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,159

7 01802 DW Specialist .45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,825

7 01806 DW Specialist Black 9mm 10 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $2,089

7 01807 DW Specialist 9mm 10 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,825
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SKU Model Caliber
Standard 

Mag. 
Cap.

Frame 
Material

Slide 
Finish

Grip
Overall 
Length

(in.)

Barrel 
Length 

(in.)

Width
(in.)

Weight 
(oz)

Sights Safety Elements MSRP

7 01808 DW Specialist Commander Black .45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty Finish G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip 
safety $2,159

7 01809 DW Specialist Commander .45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip 
safety $1,825

9 01883 DW ECP .45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Finish G10 7.64 4 1.25 29 Front 
Brass

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,739

9 01884 DW ECP 9mm 9 Aluminum Duty Finish G10 7.64 4 1.25 29 Front 
Brass

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,705

9 01845 DW TCP 9mm 9 Aluminum Duty Finish G10 7.64 4 1.25 32 Front 
Brass

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,809

9 01846 DW TCP .45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Finish G10 7.64 4 1.25 32 Front 
Brass

Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,845

11 01942 DW Pointman Nine 9mm 9 Stainless Brushed/
Bead Blasted Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 Front FO

Rear ADJ
Manual thumb safety, 

grip safety $1,715

11 01900 DW Pointman Seven .45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/
Bead Blasted Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.2 Serrated

Rear ADJ
Manual thumb safety, 

grip safety $1,715

11 01943 DW Pointman 45 .45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/
Bead Blasted Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 Front FO, 

Rear ADJ
Manual thumb safety, 

grip safety $1,715

13 01912 DW Commander Classic Bobtail .45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/
Bead Blasted Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, 

grip safety $1,809

13 01828 DW Guardian 9mm 20  Aluminum Duty Finish Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,669

13 01829 DW Guardian .45 ACP 17  Aluminum Duty Finish Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,735

13 01838 DW Guardian .38 Super 9  Aluminum Duty Finish Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, 
grip safety $1,669

 

ADJ = Adjustable

F = Fixed Sights 

FNS = Fixed Night Sights 

FO = Fiber Optic

HAJO = Height Adjustable Only

TFO = Tritium Fiber Optic 

NS= Night Sights
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